IP

Interior Purifier PRO

Purifying Treatment in Aerosol Can for Interiors - Disinfectant registered in Germany (N° 69547)
Product description
INTERIOR PURIFIER PRO is a purifying treatment for interiors and surfaces. It removes
contaminants and particles leaving a pleasant fragrance. Wear gloves, protective goggles
and face mask to purify rooms maximum sized 70 m2 - 160 m3 (houses, offices, shops,
restaurants, cinema, classrooms, canteens) or up to 3 cockpits (vehicles, buses, emergency
vehicles, vans, train and tube wagons, aircraft cabins etc) in just 30 seconds and with a
simple gesture. The powerful jet of the 600 ml aerosol can, sprays 20 ml / second. With this
power, the air is completely saturated within 30 seconds allowing the molecules to evenly
spread in all the surfaces. With only 10 minutes of deposit time, INTERIOR PURIFIER PRO
will have complete the sanitization process. It is recommended to keep a distance of at
least 1.5 meters from surfaces, objects and walls while spraying. Do not breathe the product
during the treatment. It is necessary to ventilate the room before permanently enteringn in.
INTERIO R PURIFIER PRO is a product suitable for the HACCP plan.

Features

--  To purify interiors maximum sized to 70 m2 – 160 m3.
--  Ideal to purify cockpits.
--  It removes contaminants enabling their action definitively.
-- Disinfectant registered in Germany (N-69547)

--  Flow rate: 20 ml/second
--  Ready to use.
--  Scented.
--  Suitable for HACCP plan.

Application in rooms
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Wear gloves, protective goggles and face mask. It is recommended to wear clothes that
covers legs and arms. Do not breath the product during the treatment.
Make sure there are no people or pets inside the rooms you want to treat.
Shake the can before use.
Dispense INTERIOR PURIFIER PRO into the room keeping a distance of at least 1,5m from
surfaces, objects and walls.
Leave to act the product for at least 10 minutes.
Aerate the room before staying.

Application in cockpits
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Wear gloves, protective goggles and face mask. It is recommended to wear clothes that
covers legs and arms. Do not breath the product during the treatment.
Make sure there are no people or pets inside the cockpit to treat.
Shake the can before use.
Dispense INTERIOR PURIFIER PRO into the cockpit keeping a distance of at least 1,5m
from dashboard, objects and seats.
Leave to act the product for at least 10 minutes.
Aerate the cockpit before staying.
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Packaging available
Art.-Nr.

AB1229.U.01

Description

600 ml Aerosol Can

12

-

INTERIOR PURIFIER PRO is packed in single case. The box
included 12 pcs.

Cases and counter display are made on 100% recycled cardboard.

Hazard Statements

Warning
Hazard Statements: H222+H229 Extremely flammable aerosol. Pressurized container: may burst if heated.
H319 Causes serious eye irritation.
Precautionary statements: P210 Keep away from heat, hot surfaces, sparks, open flames and other ignition sources.
No smoking. P211 Do not spray on an open flame or other ignition source. P251 Do not pierce or burn, even after use.
P410+P412 Protect from sunlight. Do no expose to temperatures exceeding 50 °C/122 °F.

Professional usage product. Don't stay into the room during treatment. Pressurized can: way burst if heated.
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